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Lampiran 4

CHARACTER BUILDING
THROUGH LEARNING TRADITIONAL DANCE ''TARI PIRING,,:

AN ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIP OFDANCE STYLE AND SOCIAL
CULTURAL COMMUNITY OF PESISIR SELATAN3

BY: NEROSTI
(e-rna il: nerosaiadoan@zmail.com )DanccL".t.e.ffiffiFffiEffiE seni

Univenitas Negeri Padang

Abstract
This article is part ofthe research (2017) which aims to analyze the relationship of
dance style with socio-culture. This qualitative study using ethnographic methods.
Th,e research proves that style of dance has close relationship-with social anJ
cultural values. vocational students who are members ofa traditional dance group
Bayang Maimbau, felt that leaming to dance vras leaming Minangkaba' cu'iturai
values. To achieve the ability to dance need to disciprine and practice
continuously.The research proves the theory by Hughes (200-9) that the ieaming
process of traditional dance include four kinds of ethics: (l) discipline; (2)
mamers and mutual respect; (3) is not arrogant or socializing; (4) consisteni ani
c91!de1r Proved that every m-ove. made by the whole body ii a skill in coaching
ability intellectual character, discipline, creative, and feai of God, shaping thi
personality, to be responsible, sharing, self-contained and have identity fouid in
Piring Dance: (a) Jongkok motion with ten fingers, the meaning educaL the porite
and respectful nature of human beings as well as uphold God Almighty @) fhe
simultaneous motion of one step with a neat floor pattem, keeping-the pLie not
broken, that is to say cultivate a sense of care and sociarize. (c) ihe motion of
swinging plates up and down, twisting while maintaining the technique, is the
formation ofhard, wise, consistent and confident attitude.

Key word: Development of Character, Traditional Dance Lessons, Tari piring,
Identity.

I. INSTRODUCTION
This article is part of a study (2017) entitled ,,Model Development of Coastal
Minangkabau Dance in Improving the Economy of rraditional Artists in Mandeh
Tourism Area" is planned for 3 years, aims: The first year to inventory traditional
dances Pesisir Selatan; The second year develops a traditional dance model with a
focus on the Pesisir Selatan style; and the third year to organize the management
and form of tourism art promotion. piring dance is one of the dances located in
Lubuk Kumpai District of Bayang, taught in traditional art group of Bayang

3 
Pr€sented at The Intemaliomr coderence on Languages ard Afls (ICLA){ on october rg-19,

2017 in Padang Indoresia.
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Maimbau, followed by 30 artists. They consist ofreenagers aged l2-lg years and
people aged 40-68 years. In the process of leaming dance teachers always
teachehow to be polite and respectful, especially to parents, teachers, and frienis
ofage. The leaming ofthese values is not formally taught but through action, as if
walking in fronr ofparents should bow down, ifshake hands kiss. iikewise, with
peer or friends, it is necessary to maintain courtesy to respect each other. Many
dance moves that express the local cultural values, also have meaning. Througir
the research that aims to reveal the relationship of piring dance style with socio-
cultural society, also found the development of characters that can shape the
identity of the Pesisir Selatan communiry.

Based on the growing issues, the research is done in the development of
traditional dance area, by taking the object of study Dancing piring that diveloped
in Nagari Lubuk Kumpai. Lubuk Kurnpai is located in Bayang pesisir Selatan
District, a district rich with traditional arts spread in the community. Each nagari
has its own art and culture, which shows its diversity and richnesi of ,at r." -*d
culture. culurre and nature is a great potential to be appreciated and developed for
future generations. Thus, the wealth oflocal cult,re can grow and grow because it
is loaded with symbols that contain local wisdom. This needs to be explored and
disseminated to leamers as future generations to understand ttre meaning of each
local cultr:re as part of national culture, as u,ell as to teach cultural 

"rts. 
ihis ir in

accordance with the objectives ofcultural arts education in schools, especially for
the development olsflldent personaliqr from the aesthetic potential thaiis believed
to refine the human mind. The application ofthe dance lessons has been applied
indirectly to the traditional art goup of Bayang Maimbau led by the fathir of
Alidas.

tr. RESEARCHMETHOD

The research, designed for 3 years, chose the location of three sub-
districts, namely District of tV Jurai, Bayang and Koto XI Tarusan. These three
sub{istricts are a buffer zone of Mandeh tourist area. Use qualitative method type
using an ethnographic approach. A more focused ethnography on field study and
participant observation, rvhich aims to examine the activities of rari piring in the
society's way of life, to obtain a description ofthe social and cult'ral structures of
a community and the dance activity of the Dance in the Bayang Maimbau group.
lnterviews with several informants such as piring dancers, music danceri, and
community leaders to obtain data either directly or indirectly related to the
research problem. AII data are analyzed by sorting according to the sub-chapters
that have been desigred.For trhe first year of giving motivation to artisis to
rnaintain the tradition with the force of Coastal force on every development of
traditional dance choreography. Therefore, the data required are (l) to get
information about the traditional dance types found in the field, (2) the datiis
identified to be chosen as a model to be developed in terms of choreography. (3)
Data were analvzed to determine the outcome ofthe Coastal dance style.

The approach used is built on a multidisciplinary foundation, which starts
from the study of performing arts. Concepts of aesthetics, sociology ano
anthropolory, as well as historica.l approaches (Hermien, l99g: ll) and
sociopolitical. Acomulated to provide answers to the issues raised. Because of
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this research on the performing arts, the main thing is the aspects of performing
arts as texts by connecting the context in which the dance develops. The textuJ
and context relationships are very important in analyzing the dance style which is
the problem in this research.

Data were collected using observation, interview and recording methods.
Then analyzed descriptively qualitative by describing and analyzing dance style to
get model to be developed for second year.

III. FINDING AND DISCUSSION

A. Character Building anrl Traditional Dance
character building is an issue that has grown not only in Indonesia but also in
neighboring countries, which is closely related to the iondition of moral decline
among society such as violence, fights between students, ethnic fights, free sex
behavior, and increasing comrption, and freedom in communicaing in social
media that is currently very rife in cyberspace both on facebool, twitter,
instagram and so on. This is due to the globalization process, caused by the
advance of technological ard economic development so as to facilitate
communication, information, and transportation, which bring positive impact as
well as negative impact for a society (Tilaar, 1999: 3).

Western cultrre, which tends to promote rationaiity, influences Eastem
countries including Malaysia and Indonesia. The fashion trend of Korean culture
can nol be avoided through free market or global market such as onJine trading
which greatly influences people's lifestyle. As a result the community continues ti
grow and undergo a transformation process so that it is in a transitional condition
or in an atmosphere not there and not here. on the one hand the values oftradition
are still strongly inherent in the people, on the other hand the cunent globalization
that comes so strong give a change in social life, thus giving birth to global
culture (which) is encompassing the world at the intemational level (RobJrtson,
1992:5 ). As a result, it can make the laxity of cultural values that previously by
some people still uphold tlre values of ancestral traditions and religious
spirituality, but ultimately undeniable will be deceived and affected by the g-iobal
life that has been in sight.

Living conditions in global cultrre that have an impact on ethics and
morals need to be nultured and directed through education, both formally and
non-formally. The phenomenon received serious attention and raised virious
discourses, both from the govemment and from the community itself The field of
art both theater and dance need to restore the cultural values that should be
preserved and preserved in the younger generation. cultural values that contain
ethics and morals should be in the cultural heritage of art, especialiy in traditional
dance or classical dance even in ethnic dance that developed among the
community.

Traditional dmce as a part oftraditional arts, is an art form that is sourced
and rooted in the socio-cultural life of the community, so the people in which the
art grows and develops feel to have such art. processing is based on the taste of
the supportive community, which has cuihrral values inherent in the life of
tradition, life vieq philosophical approach, ethical and aesthetic sense and
cultural patterns ccntained in it. So the results or art products can be accepted by
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the community as a legacy transferred from the old generation to the younger
generation (Achmad, 1991: 40). Therefore, initially the traditional dance offerings
are very closely related to religious activities and customs. It is understood that
traditional dance is laden with traditional values, so it has functioned for
educational purposes taught for specific purposes in education (Kraus, 1969: 4,
Rina" 2012: 2l). Thus dance is a subject that has a role in fostering human
character, although we know that the main character building in educating human
beings is family. But by spending half the time by someone on the bench of
education, then the school like no longer a forum for processing knowledge in
improving one's intellectual, but also a place of character building (sofft skill or
human skill).

Character education can be interpreted as an effort to form a personality
through education that results seen in the act of a person in the form of good
behavior, honest, responsible, respect for the rights of others, hard work and so
forth. Indeed, the character of something potent in man, he will then act,al dikala
constantly developed, trained through the education process (Lickona in Guskey,
2012. 122). The ultimate hope is the realization of students who have moril
integrity tlrat can be reflected in everyday life, whether in interacting ,r/ith God,
with fellow human beings and with the natural environment. Ki Haj a; Dewantoro
(1937) has long expressed the values of life in leaming art is ,'ngerti-nyger_

ngelakoni " (realized, menginsyafi and do), which can be used as a starring poinl to
build character in dance ieaming (Kuswarsantiyo in Sumaryono,2013: l6l). It
implies that charaaer Education is a form of education and teaching that focuses
on the behavior and actions of students in appreciating and implementing the
values ofcharacter into daily behavior.

The Government of indorresia has also established a policy as stipulated in
Presidential lnstruction (Instruction) of the Republic of Indonesia no. i of 2010,
contains a refinement of curriculum based on ,,character education,, with active
leaming methods based on the nation's cultural values (Kuswarsantiyo in
Sumaryono,2013: 160) The Ministry of Education and Culture (20i0) formed a
team of character education,which can develop the design of character
configurations in a psychological and socio-cultural context. The configuration is
divided into 4 parts, namely. (l) intelligence (intellectual development); (2) the
heart (spiritual and emotional development); (3) sports and kinesthetic (psychic
and kinesthetic development) and (4) affective and creative development. The
configuration can be illustrated as follows:
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Figure 1 : Grand Desigr Configuration Characteq Source:
Character Education Team of The Ministry of Education and
Culture. RI. 2010. (creativity by Nerosti).

Essenfially in the process of leaming traditional dance is not only focused on
techniques ranging from motion, body fose, continuous motion series and
wholeness in dancing alone. But the Leaming outcome is actually transferring
about cultural values that are closely related to sofft skills. (4) Team work skilli
(5) leadership skill (6) entrepreneurial skills (7) professional ethics and (a) skill
training (2) Critical thinking and problem solving skills moral (Ministry of Higher
Education of Malaysia, 2006: 8).

Dance used as a media in character building will be able to reach 7 criteria
sofft skills, will provide many benefits to the students. Not only can dance a dance
with a good, ranging from the attinrde of motion, body pose and the beauty of the
series of motion alone, but because the dance has the meaning of the symbols of
motion, then how leamers live properly and conectly, it will be able to form
mental, both personally and in groups. Students know the culurre creatively and
express it with joy and happiness. When a dancer moves his entire body with an
expressive then because the stage of thinking (if the heart) began to work so he
memorized the series of motion for the sake of motion. The ability to express
dance well is due to the message conveyed in the dance. Thinking, if the lieart,
sports and taste and karsa like that tela in the design by the team Kemendikbud
will be achieved in the leaming ofdance. These values can be seen one by one in
the movements ofdance below.

B. Piring Dance For Means of Character Building of Lubuk Kumpai
Youngsters

To find the characters in the Piring Dance in Lubuk Kumpai tlris can be analyzed
on each dance moves Diring as follows:

l. Pambaoan/looking for position
This movement is an opening act, danc€r in paratlel pattem, beginning with clapping motion,
right swing and left swing, basitenjek in the cormt of l-8. Then the swinging motion is-srvinging
both hands from right to left cn tJre side cfthe bcdv Lr a count of I -8.

Description of Movement
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5 . Pijak Piring
Stepping on the plate, dancers

sequentially stepping on the
ate
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6. iianbah, perlormed sitting
by raising the right hand
near the head of the left
hand with elbows in front
ofthe chest.
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7乃″らοαた″″わ

This motion is perlormed altemately the plates in the swing make the circle from
top to bottom

8■″ろοαたw″鶴 ,th｀ modon swings tte plate Ⅲ th ule五 ght hand tO theに食
side,ulen ttom the len side ofthe len hand also swung to the五 ght

9. Manjek pohon, both plates are swung up and down like peopGilimb trees
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10. Gerak aym, both hands are

ll. Tapai bagahri*, motion

12- Maonjak, This motion is perficrmed@
erect duck.
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Figure 2. Alidas teaches the timbo
interpreteddo not get bored studying.
f igure 2. Alidas teaches the timbo aie movement that is
interpreteddo not get bored studying.

In the description above motion table can be the relationship ofdance style
of each motion has values in accordance with ttre traditions prevailing in the
community. Sambah motion is driven by the body in a body poshrre bent with a
sitting position on the dance plate, is a bridge in communicating mutual respect.
The most able member of the body to communicate the greeting is the hand of
Morris (1977: 24,27). The purpose of motion performed by the hand will be more
clear when accompanied by certain pressures, such as facial expression or head
movement. Both hands with fingers in vertical upright position, then attached to
the forehead or forehead in front of the face either by bending the face or looking
up, or both hands with five fingers upright in front of the chest can symbolize the
sigr of respect. Similarty, ifthe hands are clenched or clasped is intended to greet_
The movement will be more perfect and more meaningful when followed by a
frienCly face, with heads bowed and body bent.

The srength of traditional values, the intertrvined social relationship
between dancers is also strongly reflected in the motion randal. Randai which is a
traditional theater of Minangkabau, has elements of danse, vocal, dialogue, and
kaba (story), has a distinctive motion, pertbrmed in a circular pattem or sphere.
Can be seen clearly how beautiful dancers in large numbers sometimes more than
l0 people. They move simultaneously to move plates in both hands that unleash
the twinkling of the pecan produce a ting ting ting ting in a dynamic tempo,
nimbly swinging hands up and down in a circular line in the air, the position of a
dancer with a pattem ofbersa[, circling simultaneously also move the hand to the
side while walking sticky in a circular pattern. The created line imitated a flying
eagle with the right *ing, a waved, wavy flickering floor pattern. Simultaneously
dancers move their hads like painting the number eight with plates in both palms
always held so that the plate is facing upwards. Energetic motion is balanced by
the curvature of the hands, body bent, all the limbs mutually balance for the plate
does not break- For each movement shift then followed by obedience and
synchronized by the dancers deeply reflects the discipline, muhlal tolerance, Iet
alone the distinctive scund ofdish plays sound harmonic generated by the ring of
the dancer ring that chimes onto the plate they hold. Sometimes a dancer chants ta
with full of enchantment and energetic. The movement is so unique composed
with dynamic, lively movement, swingir,;, with a vibrant motion pattem
dominated by curved pattems but still eneryetic. The endurance of the kuda-
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hdain every agile foot move moves in place and the strength of the arms on the
basis of right strength based on the pencak. The movement based on silat is a
basic movement in the form of standby, endurance, agility as a self-care for boys.
Movement of rari Piring are dynamic can not be done without through exerciies
that need discipline, a sense of togethemess to realize the beauty of a very
exciting motion. Their movement begins with splinting by arranging a fingei,
ending with a sitting first to bring both palms, then form a suduang leaf moiion
which they call pambaoan motion is to start an ethical way. These movements
have taught attitudes (1) discipline; (2) courtesy and respect; (3) not being
arrogant or socializing, (4) consistent and confident (Hughes, 2009: 162-170).

The simultaneous motion performed by dancers in traditional dance, not
only in the form of greetings of respect or beauty alone, but the role or status of
the dancers that the importance of social ethics in society (Hermien, 2006: l l).
Interwoven relationship between one dancer with other dancers describe the
relationships of people who need each other as well as understood as the section
of community life is very beautiful. Habit in the exchange of motion piring Dance
using code or shouting cries Up by a leader in a group of dancers, which-is then
followed aba-alanya by all dancers without exception. without following the cue,
the clash ofplates and inevitability of motion can not be avoided will occur plates
fall and break. So the beauty of Piring dance that favor the composition of the
motion with the power swing plate will not be enjoyed by dancers and spectators.

Th9 good relationship between command and its members in piring dance
when performing velocity and togethemess in every movement, it is very
beautiful also apply in real life_ Such a thing put forward by Royce (1977: 136):

Dance is not only concemed with the actors and the audience, but relates
to the socisl-cultural aspects ..., the overall traits that determine the
pauem in the dance develop through imitation and interaction among
the members of the community, thus developing an institutional marking
ofan identity. Each motion pattem is called style, and the forci
is made up of symbols and forms based on the values orientation
embraced, believed, and intemalized within the members of
the community

Leaming process that communicates messages or values can also be done when a
series of motion will be demonstrated by a dance teacher. Another example is one
of motion in the Piring dance is a series of motion timbo aie, motion bacimin with
motion picture: right hand is swayed to the side in a semicircle so right in front of
the face ofthe plate facing the dance/s face as if mirrored, the moiion rewarded
by hand kri with perform tle same motion, in which the essence of the mirror.
When viewed at a glance the motion is as if the mirror in the context of preening
or fixing the face is beautiful or not. ln fact, the mirrored movement has a deep
meaning as it goes in the old "Self-corporeal" adage, which means that one should
pay attention to oneselffirst before being noticed by others, good or bad. In other
words, everyone needs to be introspeclive in order to obtain harmony in the
community. In this case, the adat Minangkabau adage says bajalan peliharolah
legs, bakato peliharolah tongre (careful in walking, so see, so as not to hurt or
feelings of others). opinions than traditional dance figures can also be refe,ed to
the proverbial book petitih Minangkabau (Ilakimy, 1991: 38). Motion after
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movement taught by dance teacher patiently is the process of character formation
ofthe teacher to his snrdents.

Figure 3. The energetic style of Piring dance is typical
Piring dance. (Documen of Nerosti,20l7)

Selatan

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Based on the above description, it can be concluded the following.
I ) Character development can be done through traditional dance leaming for it should be

cultural products orienled to the mind, ethics and morals of human beings in
accordance rvilh the symbols of dance movement which contains the content of
cultural values that should be upheld, passed on continuouslv to the vounger
generation while th€ dance lessons run well in formal and non-formal institutions.

2) The Meaning of motion Tari Piring is:(a) Greetings respect to the guests, (b) Jongkok
motion rvith ten fingers, the meaning educate the polite and rcspectfril nature of
human beings as well as uphold God Alrnighty.. (c) The simultaneous motion of one
step with a neat floor pattem, keeping the plate not broken, that is to say cultivate a
sense of care and scrialize.(d) The motion of swinging plates up and down, twisting
rvhile maintaining the techniquc- is the formation of hard- wise. consistent and
confident attitude.

of Peisir
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3) Implementation of Character Education through traditional dance learning is one of
the efforts to be used as the basis for the guidance of t}te character of the nation's
chitdren, therefore the social-cultural environment rvhere the traditional dance is
located is Bayang Pesisir Selatan is a conducive source for tie students. both fiom the
side the family environmenl the school, and especialll,the cultured communi& as a
determinant in transferring these values and a strong base for the character
development of the nation. therefore the development of traditional art should be fully
supported bt. the govemment in order to maintain regional identity.

4) Tnditional arts groups are centers of education and centers of cultural development
institutions that once gus is also the center of study. and the development of the
sciences to achieve the progress of human civilization. For the traditional art activists
need to be fully supported bv 'Jre govemrnent in order to maintain regional identity
and build the character of the nation, especially the younger generation pesisir
Selatan.

5) Should the art teacher in running dance lessons remain firmly achieve soft skills in
accordance with the theory ofBloom (1956), namely: (l) Intelectual empowerment or
cognitive domain (cognitive domain). (2) the practice of values in the formation of
attitudes and morals or affective domains, and (3) skills training or physical skills
(pcychomotor domain) (Guskey, 2012: 143). The three domains are also in accordance
with the Gnnd Desigrr Configuration Character compiled by Kemendikbud namely:
(l) the level of intelligence./ intellectuals called "thought through,', (2) honesty and
sense of responsibility or "ifthe heart", (3) cleanliness and health or ,'sports,', and (4)
caring and creativity or "taste and karsa", which are steps to realize ,'noble values aird
character traits".
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